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Abstract

We describe the space-time development of the hadronic 

system formed immediately after the high energy hadron col

lision with the following picture. Initially the system is 

highly compressed along the longitudinal direction. The 

sudden relaxation of this compression leads to a violent ac

celeration along this direction and perhaps a weak accelera

tion along the transverse direction. When these accelera

tions cease, we propose that the system acquires a frame in

dependence symmetry with its further expansion governed by 

the hydrodynamic equation of motion. Within our scheme, 

this symmetry provides a natural mechanism which eventually 

leads to a flat inclusive longitudinal rapidity distribution 

and it also admits a sharp cutoff in the inclusive trans

verse momentum distribution. The latter is to be contrasted 

with the prediction of Landau's model, where the average 

transverse momentum increases with c.m. energy W, 'pT ) - W 

Finally effects of clustering can also be easily incorporated 

within our framework.

---------------- —  n o t i c e ----------- -------
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or usefulness o f  any information, apparatus, product or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 1

infringe privately o w ned  rights.

I. Introduction

For a space-time description of hadron multiparticle 

production at high energies, it is convenient to divide the 

process immediately after collision into three stages: the 

formation of a highly condensed matter system, its expansion 

and the eventual decay. The formation of a hadronic system 

with a global thermal equilibrium was first suggested by 

Fermi . 1 Its subsequent expansion process was treated as a 

fluid shock by Heisenberg and as a hydrodynamical problem 

by Landau . 3 Bhahha also treated this problem in somewhat 

different context.^ Recently there is renewed interest in 

hydrodynamical models ,®- 1 1  especially Landau's moiel.

Within his model the expansion process begins with a one

dimensional longitudinal expansion and it is followed by a

three-dimensional expansion. The one-dimensional part is 

12-13
solved analytically. However, so far there is no com

pletely satisfactory solution for the three-dimensional ex

pansion .

We have also investigated hadron multiparticle produc

tion making use of some ideas of hydrodynamics. However, we 

take a somewhat different point of view from that of Landau. 

We assume that the matter first undergoes an initial violent 

acceleration along the longitudinal direction and a very 

weak acceleration along the transverse direction. When the 

longitudinal acceleration has ceased, the system reaches a 

certain frame independence symmetry in the two-dimensional
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Lorentz space. And later on, when the transverse accelera

tion has ceased, it reaches a corresponding symmetry in the 

four-dimensional space. These symmetries are, a priori, 

only assumed to be valid at the points when the corresponding 

accelerations terminate. However, we shall show that based 

on the hydrodynamical equations, they are preserved throughout 

the corresponding one-dimensional and three-dimensional ex

pansion stages. Our scheme eventually leads to predicting 

a central plateau for the inclusive longitudinal rapidity 

distribution in agreement with the trend of the NAL and ISR

3

II. Qualitative statement of the model

For simplicity we consider collisions between two

identical hadrons such as nucleon-nucieon collisions. But

we shall neglect their spins. Initially in the center of

mass system, each incident nucleon is surrounded by a meson

-2  I
cloud with a characteristic transverse dimension , where 

Mq - 2-3 p and u is the pion mass. Along the longitudinal 

direction there is Lorentz contraction; so the dimension is 

with y being the usual Lorent2 contraction factor 

W/(2mN ) and W and being the c.m. energy and the nucleon 

mass.

Let the collision take place at t = 0. The two “bare” 

nucleons pass by each other and emerge as leading particles 

in the final state, which may also be accompanied by some 

fragmentation production. In the meantime, the meson clouds 

left behind form a condensed hadronic system.

A. The initial matter system and its immediate violent 

expansion

Due to the initial longitudinal motion of the meson 

clouds, we imagine that the matter system left behind con

tinues to be compressed until the associated kinematic energy 

is transformed into matter and also into some sort of poten

tial energy. This presumably occurs at the c.m. time 

tj = (by) *, the characteristic time taken for the complete 

overlap of the two initial systems. At this instant, the
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entire system is approximately at rest and its volume is 

(iigY) The system is now assumed to be in thermal equilib

rium, in the sense that it can be specified roacroscopically 

by thermodynamical quantities such as temperature, energy 

density and entropy density. However, we note that it dif

fers from the usual thermodynamical system in which the total 

number of constituents (molecules) are unchanged. For our 

case the total number of particles in this system is in general 

defined. This is due to the production and reabsorption of 

particles via strong interactions. In fact, these strong 

interaction processes will be present throughout the entire 

course of the expansion until the system finally decays.

This stationary state is immediately followed by a 

violent longitudinal expansion. The potential energy earlier 

stored is now reconverted into the kinetic energy of the 

longitudinal motion. We divide the entire system into local 

elements. Within each element the temperature and the 

velocity are approximately uniform. These local elements 

are now being accelerated. In general, different elements 

may acquire different velocities. We do not have a model for 

this acceleration process. However, it appears plausible 

that the time taken in the c.ra. frame for the acceleration 

of the individual elements is of the same order of magnitude 

as that taken earlier for the deceleration of the incident 

pion clouds from the point of contact to rest. for definite

ness, we assume that the acceleration ceases at the c.m. tinr

5

t2 ' 0 1 (l»0Y >~ 11 We shall see later our result is in

sensitive to this specific choice of t2 . so long as t2 < Hq*-

B. The one-dimensional and three-dimensional expansion

stages

When the longitudinal acceleration ceases, we assume 

that the system has acquired a certain frame independence 

property. In particular, the local elements are now dis

tributed in such a way that the entire system appears to lose 

its memory about the longitudinal direction and remembers 

only the original space-time point of collision. In other 

words this matter system appears to be identical in those 

frames related by two-dimensional homogeneous Lorentz trans

formations except for constraints from the conservation of 

energy which define the boundary of the system. From this 

point on, neglecting the transverse motion, we assume that 

the expansion of the system is governed by the two-dimensional 

nydrodynamical equation of motion (see Eq. (1)). Of course 

this equation of motion is valid only in the interior of the 

matter. At the boundary, there is ar. outward pressure as is 

the case for any hydrodynamical system. We assume this pres

sure is balanced by the uncompensated attractive force of 

strong interactions exerted by the interior of the matter.

At tile onset of the violent longitudinal expansion (i.e. 

t tj' technically speaking there could also be the conver

sion at some o£ the potential energy into the kinetic energy
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of the transverse motion . * 6 However, the eventual transverse 

velocity could very well be very small. We assume it is in

dependent of energy. We now go to the longitudinal rest 

frame of some slice of the cylindrical system. The proper 

time taken for the propagation of the interaction from its 

center to its edge is 'Hq1 - So it is plausible that the weak 

acceleration process along the transverse direction should 

proceed uninterrupted at least for the proper time interval 

t3 ' y'1 . We assume that the transverse acceleration ceases 

when t3 ~ U q 1. Since different local elements have different 

c.m. longitudinal velocities, in general this cessation of 

acceleration will occur at different c.m. times. Analogous 

to the longitudinal case, at this point wo assume that the 

system may be described in an identical manner in all frames 

related by four-dimensional homogeneous Lorentz transforma

tions except again for kinematic constraints. From this 

point on, the time development of the system is governed by 

the four-dimensional hydrodynamical equation of motion.

C. Breakup of the matter system

With the three-dimensional expansion, the proper matter 

density of the local elements decreases rapidly, we assume 

that there is some critical matter density below which 

hadronic matter cannot exist. This density is presumably 

governed*^ by the effective rangu of strong interact ions, 

n^ • ;.0 . So when the local element has reached this critical

7

density, the matter inside it coalesces into hadrons, such 

as pions, resonances or clusters.

We observe that this breakup criterion differs from 

that of Landau.^ In particular with the usual hydrodynamical 

consideration, he postulated that the breakup occurs when the 

ratio of the moan free path to the least linear dimension of 

the system is of the order of unity. With his criterion/ the 

matter density at decay varies as a function of the incident 

energy.

Finally we assume that at the point of breakup the boson 

and fermion constituents within local elements have respec

tively the usual Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions. 

Kith the assumed small transverse momentum of the local 

elements and the thermal motion of the pions, one obtains an 

energy— independent exponential cutoff for the inclusive pion 

transverse momentum distribution.
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III. The model

Before going into the detailed discussion of the model, 

let us first recapitulate the assumptions we made.

(1) After the collision at t = 0, the entire system reaches 

thermal equilibrium at t = t^ ~ (IJq Y) At this instance, 

this system is at rest and has a volume '(Ppir) 1 -

(2) At t = t2 - 0[(p0y)- 1 1 > tjy the system reaches frame- 

independence symmetry in the two-dimensional space-time. 

After this time, by neglecting the small transverse motion, 

the system is governed by the two-dimensional hydrodynamical 

equation of motion.

3UT = 0 (1)
U\>

Prom the time t^ on, the entropy of the system is con

served. This is due to the fact that from these equations 

and the thermodynamical relations: Tds = du and Ts = • + p 

(where e, p, s and T are the proper energy density, proper 

pressure, proper entropy density and proper temperature 

of the local elements), one obtains the continuity equa

tion for the entropy : 3

a^lsu^) = 0 (2 )

9

(3) At the local proper time t 3 - Pq1 , the system reaches 

the frame-independence symmetry in the four-dimensional 

space-time. From this point on, the local system follows 

the four-dimensional hydrodynamical equation of motion.

(4) The system breaks up into pions, resonances or clusters, 

when it reaches the critical matter density, n = n^ ~ W q .

It turns out that for the present work for all practical 

purposes it is not important to distinguish various species 

of hadrons. For convenience, we will be mainly concerned 

with pion formation and look explicitly at the resonance 

formation later. At the decay stage we assume that the 

pions in the local system satisfy the Bose-Einstein dis

tribution.

We note that most assumptions above are similar to 

those of other authors.1 '^*3,1^ However, the one-dimensional 

and three-dimensional frame independence symmetries are the 

main new features which we have introduced. If the weak 

acceleration along the transverse direction is absent, the 

system would then just continue to expand along the longi

tudinal direction. In this case, the three-dimensional sym

metry and its subsequent expansion will be absent. This 

point will be considered near the end of this section.
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A. The initial matter system

Consider the reaction in its c.m. system. We designate 

the initial energy and momentum of the nucleons by E* and p* 

and those of the tun leading particle systems by EJ and pj 

and E* and pj. Thus the energy and momentum of the remaining 

matter system are:

Em  = 2E* - <EJ + EJ).

and M = (E* - P^ ) 1/2 . 13)

where M is the invariant mass of the matter system. Typically 

we expect M - e^W, where e^ is the inelasticity parameter 

which is presumably constant at high energies. Our considera

tion below ' i’l. be given in the c.m. frame of the matter sys

tem, with the longitudinal direction still being along the 

incident beam direction. This is the direction where the 

Lorentz contractions of the incident particles are defined.

B. The one-dimensional expansion

Between the c.m. time t2 and the local proper time ij, 

there is an approximate longitudinal expansion. In tins 

interval, we parameterize the space-time two-vector by

x, = (t.z) = Ttcoshi, sinhu) ' rnU J (4)

11

with the parameters,

t = /12 - z2 and a = tanh ^ ^  = jln , (5)

and being a unit vector. Kith the assumption of the frame

independence in two-dimensional space-time at t - tj, it can

18
be shown that the two-velocity vector

u. = n at t - t, (6 )
u V  2

So in the one-dimensional expansion interval there is only 

one independent two-vector or x^) at our disposal. The 

relativistic invariance now demands that all physical 

quantities depend on t and o in a simple manner: namely, all 

proper-frame quantities can depend only on t, whiJe the 

dependence of the tensorial quantities is through 

= Icosha, cinha).

The velocity and energy-momentum tensor T^v (x) must 

have the following forms:

u  f.v) = •• and T <x) = h b >  + p i T ) ) u  u - plilg, ,, . (7)tl v U V

With the definition of the velocity we now can identify a as 

the rapidity of the elements. The parameter t is the proper 

time of the frame whose origin has the velocity z/t. Since 

the c.m. time interval for the longitudinal acceleration
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of the elements is of the order of <mqy) \  for t >> (MgV) *•

i is the proper time approximately equal to the proper time 

of the particle located at the origin of this frame. In 

terms of the variables a and t , the hydrodynamical equations 

of motion, Eq. (1), is reduced to

jU + £±E = o . (8)
d T  T

With the thermodynamical relations, c + p = Ts and dt = Tds 

one obtains.

5 7  + - = 0 . (9)
d r  t

This is equivalent to the continuity equation for the entropy, 

Eq. (2). The solution of the differential equation of 

Eq. (91 is

st = const. or s o  1/r . (10)

C. The three-dimensional expansion

The three-dimensional expansion takes place after the 

local proper time has reached Analogous to the two-

dimensional case, for the present stage we parameterize the 

space-time four-vector by

13

xy = r (coshfi coshd, sinhS cos$, sinhB sin$, cosh# sinha)

where t = (t2 - x2 - y2 - z2 )1/>2 and it is the proper time 

of the frame with the four-velocity x^/t. And is a unit 

four vector. With assumption (3), one sees that n is the 

only four-vector and : the only scalar at our disposal. 

Consequently, all the proper quantities and the tensorial 

quantities can again be constructed from them as in Eq. (7). 

Analogous to the two-dimensional case, for t >> t^, the 

proper time of the local frame is approximately equal to 

that of the matter element at its origin.

In terms of the variables, t , ci, 6, and $, the equations 

of motion are reduced to one equation,

♦ I(t*p) = 0  or ♦ 2, - o . (12)

The last expression can be shown to be the continuity equa

tion, Eq. (2). The solution is

s:3 * s.if or s » 1/ t 3 , (13)

where s. and r are the entropy density and the proper time 

at decay. Wo note t'aat for the three-dimensional expansion, 

ihe entropy density decreases as expected more rapidly
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compared to that of the one-dimensional longitudinal expan

sion.

D. The decay of the matter system

At the end of the expansion stage, the local matter 

density reduces to Uq. At this point matter coalesces into 

pions. In general, different species of hadrons may be 

formed. However, we shall see that the pion contribution 

dominates over others. For the determination ot the decay 

temperature we shall neglect the contribution of other 

species. With assumption (4) we have,

.3
_ 3 f d

"r U0 = TTTpj — J f =
1 '  J  e x D t / t i  +

(I A)

C X p l / t l *  +  P 2 / t „ >  -  1

where T fl is found to be ;2.9 u. and «j * 3, which is the 

statistical weight of the pion isospin multiplet. (For 

definiteness, we have taken = 2;j.) At this temperature, 

the ratio of the nucleon density to thn pion density can bo 

shown to be

/ T _ n U . V 2

nN/nn ’ gs\~r5) e:'P(-<VV with gN “ 4 , (151
\ 2 ' »  j

which is much less than unity and is energy independent.

This ratio of particle densities u o v i m ns the ratio of the 

heights of the central plateau of the- corresponding rapidity 

distributions at asymptotic energies.

15

E. .The pion average multiplicity and inclusive momentum 

distribution

Wo discuss briefly here our prediction on the pion 

average multiplicity and the inclusive momentum distribu

tion and refer the reader to the Appendix for details.

Ke recall, starting from the c.m. time t = t2 « the 

entropy is conserved. We do not have a convincing argument 

indicating that the entropy must be conserved during the 

interval from tj to t2 - In order to give a crude estimate 

for the total entropy of the decay system, we assume that 

the entropy is in fact approximately conserved from t^ to 

t2 • From this assumption and the assumed equation of state 

jL tj, £ = 3p. one finds that the pion average multiplicity 

and the proper time at decay,

N - C j M 1 / Z  and i_ '• M 1/6/(lnM)1/3 (16)

where Cj is a parameter. And the longitudinal rapidity

19distribution is given by

f  , Jl__ for . ,w  lln„ (17)

nnix

* 0 otherwise

Notice wo have .1 plateau for this distribution. This plateau 

15 the Sonera! prediction ot our node! , although for its
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specific energy dependence, we have to make use of the 

initial equation of state at t = t^ and the conservation 

of entropy from t^ to t2 -

During the three-dimensional expansion stage, the four 

velocities of local elements remain fixed. This is to be 

contrasted with Landau's model, where the transverse velocity 

is being accelerated throughout the corresponding stage.

This leads to his prediction,’*'2^ ( p ^  11 As stated

earlier, for our case it is consistent to assume that the 

transverse momentum is small and energy-independent. Then 

the pion transverse momentum is mainly from its thermal 

motion. Neglecting the transverse momentum of the local 

elements we obtain

- /u2 + pI f ' * ™ *  d a " -------------go_sM.'_— ^.)-------------
T J^ /' o ■)

T max exp ( cosh (> "-•»)> :i + p“ / T ,) - 1

118)

2 •> 2
For Ini <* ‘i and p_ " • * 0.02 GoV » one. has 

' 1 max rT

» (;.2 + p“)1/'1 exp I-/..* + p2 /T.| (19)
dP;

Let us now discuss the conversion of the results in 

the c.m. frame of the matter system to that of the initial 

system. For the case pM = 0, of course, these two systems 

are the same. For the case p ? 0, owing to our assamption 

of frame Independence, the rapidity distribution of Uq. 117)
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remains the same. However, the boundary of the distribution 

will be distorted; this modified boundary can be determined 

through Lorentz transformation. For instance, for the case 

where the transverse part of pM and the transverse momentum 

of the local elements pT are negligible, the longitudinal 

inclusive distribution in the rapidity scale is shifted by 

the amount of tanh * pM/EH -

Technically speaking, the distribution above is the pion 

semi-inclusive distribution for fi.ied energy and momentum of 

the two leading particle systems. To obtain the pion inclu

sive distribution, one needs to integrate over M and pM , 

folding in the momentum distributions of the two leading 

particle systems. Experimentally the leading particle momentum 

distributions are peaked near the two ends of the kinematic 

boundaries. So we expect that the resulting pion distribution 

should still have the central plateau and be smeared out 

soncwhat near the two boundaries.

F. A pure one-dimensional model

As mentioned, if there are no transverse momenta of 

local elements there wijl be no three-dimensional expansion 

at all. Tor this case the matter density will continue to 

decrease with the reciprocal law of Eq. (10) until n - -g, 

where* the breakup occurs. At this point analogous to the 

thrcc-dinrti:- rase above, one finds for the rapidity

d i st r l but kjii
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dN = bdS = bs^/Ugdx - UjdtJ = n^i^da , (20)

or

dK - „ X
da it n

Furthermore, for this pure one-dimensional case,

“max ' 5 lnM and r* * M 1/2/lnM (21)

We see that although the proper times >„'s for the two cases 

are different, their rapidity distributions are essentially 

the same. Furthermore, above discussions on the relations 

between results in the c.m. frame of the matter system and 

that of the initial system, and on the folding of the thermal 

motion, etc., are also applicable for this pure two- 

dimensional case.

G. Formation of clusters

Based on two-particle correlation data of high energy 

mutliparticle production, there are well established ex

perimental evidence for cluster production. Loosely spoakim; 

clusters are resonances. They also include high m.-iss object;- with 

very short lifetime presently not included in the Particle

Table. From the NAL and 1SR data, one finds that the cluster

21
mass distribution is roughly boll shaped and it peaks arour.d 

1.3 GeV. Clustering phenomena (in particular, the formation 

of resonances) are features of strong interactions and cannot

19

be explained by pure hydrodynamical considerations.

We now incorporate this cluster formation into our 

model. We assume that at decay time, the matter of the 

hydrodynamical system coalesces into clusters with a certain 

mass distribution, which is determined by strong interactions 

of hadrons. Note that if one continues to take the hydro

dynamical expansion picture for hadron decay, it is necessary 

that the critical pion number density for cluster formation 

should be more or Jess the same as that for the pion. For 

definiteness, consider the cne-dimensional expansion case. 

Denote by n^ the critical pion number density within a given 

cluster. If n^ ' r._, one finds that the proper time difference

which would inc.icate that the lifetime of this cluster should 

depend on the incident energy. It increases like m . This 

is clearly undccept.ible for the decay of short life-time 

clusters. In other words, as the pion number in a cjivsn 

cluster is increased, we oxpect that the size of the cluster 

must correspondingly increase. It is interesting to note

*3 ?
that this is similar to the prediction of the bag model.**- 

In tiio 5»»osenco of cluster formation, the pion inclu

sive rnonentiim distribution may be obtained through a simple 

folding process. Consider fcr the case, 0.

Following the earlier approach leading to Eq. (18), we ignore
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the transverse momentum of the cluster. With the 

cluster mass distribution g(m) and f of Eq. (A-12), we get

/ / W  i
dmgtm) I ™ax d u " f(p',u)i I , (23)

,  (m)

where a" is the cluster rapidity in the e.m. frame of the 

matter system. In general. “max depends on the cluster mass 

m  as well <is it depends on the mass of pion in the case of 

direct pion omission. We assume that g (m) is essentially 

independent o£ M. Asymptotically we then have nniax(m ) ' glnM, 

Thus the pion rapidity distribution is essentially the same 

as that obtained previously. Cluster effects will be impor

tant for two-particle correlations which have not been con

sidered in the present work.

21

IV. Comparison of our work with Landau's model and the

multiperipheral model

The main difference between Landau's approach and ours 

is in the degree to which one incorporates hydrodynamics 

into the time development of the hadronic system. Within 

his work, Landau assumed that the collision phenomena can 

be accounted for solely by hydrodynamical considerations.

Let us recall briefly here Landau’s picture. At the colli

sion, shock waves are generated at the surface of contact, 

which propagate longitudinally outward along both directions.

In each direction, after the shock wave reaches the corre

spond m y  boundary of the resulting system, running waves 

begin to develop. At each side, there are two wave fronts, 

with one flowing outward into the vacuum and the other 

towards the center. The two inward-moving wave fronts from 

the two sides collide at the center and subsequently give 

r i t o  the general waves. These waves are then propagating 

outward. Features of the multiparticle production are com

pletely governed by the properties of the general waves.

This is to be contrasted with our picture, where 

m  .i w r y  short time .ifter the- collision there 

is a violent acceleration for the entire system which is 

followed by lhe achievement of the frame independence. Our 

use of hydi utiynamics is only confined to the application of 

its equation of motion «ifter t2 -

Owing to this diversity, the solutions to the hydrodynamical
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equations for these two models are quite different. For 

instance, in Landau's model for the running waves there 

are two vectors specifying the matter system: the space

time vector x y and the initial velocity of the entire system, 

which in the c.m. frame is given by = (1,0) for the two- 

dimensional case. With these two independent vectors 

available there are two independent scalars, = x^x11 and 

u = So in general, proper quantities can be functions

of both T and w. Here the proper matter density is a function 

of the variable z/t, which is in fact /l - (r/w)^. Within 

our approach, due to the violent acceleration prior to t • t2 , 

the matter system becomes frame independent. Thus for the 

description of the development of the longitudinal expansion, 

there is only one two-vector at our disposal.

The rspidity distributions predicted by the two inodeJs 

are also quite different. Consider the one-dimensional case 

for which there are exact solutions available. Landau's 

model gives an approximate Gaussian function for this 

distribution with its width given by (lnM)^^, while we get 

a plateau distribution with the magnitude of its limits 

extending to i ^lnM.

We now turn to the multiperipheral model which also 

predicts a flat longitudinal rapidity distribution. We 

recall that in the multiperipheral models, particles are 

emitted along the multiperipheral chain with sharp transverse 

momentum cutoffs. They are ordered in the rapidity space.

23

Within this model, apart from the two particles on both ends 

of the chain, the probability of the production of all the 

interior particles are comparable in strength, in other 

words, their production probabilities are insensitive to 

their specific location along the chain. This may be re

garded as a specific example, which has the frame independence 

symmetry.

In the multir>eripheral model the transverse momentum 

cutoff is mainly due to the Reggeon-Reggeon-particle form 

factor. This is to be. contrasted with our model, where the 

cutoff is due to the smallness of the transverse momentum of 

the local elements and the thermal motion within them. 

Furthermore, with a fixed breakup tempeiature our approach 

leads to a universal transverse momentum distribution, which 

is also in crude agreement with the data.
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Appendix. Details on the Inclusive Distribution 

1. The total multiplicity of the decay system

At the c.m. time t = t , , the system is at rest and is 

in thermal equilibrium. A t  this instance, its volume and 

tlie energy density are given by

V  „ a  ' . $ ■ - &  . <*-1,

0 U q W  v o

ThenWe assume the aquation of state is e = 3p at t = 

the entropy density and the total entropy are given by

We observe that in Landua's model the above equation of 

state is used for all temperatures, but in our case this 

equation is assumed only at t^, when the temperature of the 

system is very high.

We now assume that the entropy is approximately con

served from t^ to t2 > With Eq. (2), the final total entropy 

at decay is equal to S of Eq. (A-2). From assumption (4) 

the pion entropy density at decay is given by

d3? î (E + fi)
" ---------  = n /b . (A-3)

(2*> J eXp ( / F * p 2 /*„) - 1

With the decay temperature obtained from Eq. (14), T ' 2.9 vi, 

we get b • 0.27.

25

Summing over the contributions from the appropriate 

volume element!) at the fixed decay temperature , one finds 

that the total entropy and the multiplicities are linearly 

related. From Eqs. (A-2) and (A— 35, the pion 

multiplicity is given by

N = bS = c.M1/2 (A-4)

where c^ is a parameter.

2. The rapidity distribution of the decay products

From the continuity equation, Eq. (2), the momentum 

distribution is given by

dN = bdS = bs^u^do11 , (A-5)

where d a v is the three-dimensional hypersurface element. 

With Eq. (11), at fixed r, we obtain

dc*1' 5 (dxdydz, dydzdt, dzdtdx, dtdxdy)

(A-6)

In turn,

= u u t 3 sinhB coshB dudBd^

dN = bs t 3 sinhl? coshg dadSdip71 3

(A-7)

PTd PTda, ^2
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We now calculate the boundaries of the rapidity distribu

tion. Denote the maximum of the magnitude of rapidity by a . 

Integrating over the momentum spectrum and making use of the

sum rule, we have

N = I dN/•
- Tmax (A-8)

and

M  = j  EdN ~ J  V cosha coshli dN

. 2 . 2 .3/2 ,3
2 r PTmax ~ V ■ ,
3 f -----------^2-------  Slnh max

(A-9)

where f = 2irbslITil. From Eqs. (A~4), (A-8) and (A-9), the 

maximum rapidity and the decay proper time are given by

and

~TT~ 
"l'OpTniax

(InM)

(A—10)

(A-ll)

We observe that a is about half of the kinematic limit in 
max

rapidity scale.

3. The inclusive transverse momentum distribution

For simplicity, we look at here only the case where

p << u. The momentum distribution of the pion in the rest 
rmax
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frame of the local element is given by

g d^p *

f(p',y) = — V ?  ------ :------ -----------  (A~12)

(2k) m0 exp[/n2 + pf2 / T J  - 1

Denote the four-velocity of the elements in the c.m. system 

by

u" = (cosha" coshf", sinhg" cosi-'1, sinh3“ sin^”, sinha" coshB")

So the pion momentum distribution is given by

dN _ A f" « a x du. /u2 * P j2 cosha ' d a 1 d p ^  d* ■

-a exp! (E cosha'' - p, sinh:<")/T 5 - 1
[tlaX -J i>

where from Eqs. (A—4) and (A-7),

clg w M 1^2
Bn3 3 InK

u0

(A-X3)

(A-14)

/"2 2
Within the square bracket we have expressed E' (=/u + p" )

in terms of the c.m. quantities, p^ = (E,pT ,pa ) =

((j coshS cosh.i,p ^ ,u coshS sinha). We parameterize the four-

velocities of the inclusive particle in the rest frame and in

the c.m. frame in the same manner as the parameterization of

2 2
u". With the relations, a' = a - a " ,  da'dp^ d$* = dadp^d^ 

and p̂ , = p̂ ,, one finally obtains
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dN--' = 2tia/m2 + p3 £  / max da" cosh(a-u")
1 n=l *7-adadpT

x expl-nu cosh (o-a") / j2 + /T J . (A-15)
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